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Surfaces



Decca Contract offers innovative height adjustable  

technology for work surfaces on all casegoods and  

tables. Based on ongoing research and development  

to facilitate healthy work styles and environments,  

Decca’s variable height work surfaces allow users to  

adjust table heights from the standard seated height  

of 30" to a standing height of 42". Adjustable work  

surfaces help to promote movement during the  

workday and encourage users to alternate between  

sitting and standing. In addition to improving  

circulation and overall comfort levels, variable  

height work surfaces have also resulted in increased  

productivity in the workplace by accommodating  

diverse work modes.

Upwardly Mobile 
Workplaces 
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Raising Standards

Commercial workplace environments differ greatly in design 
and function, but the demands for ergonomic performance 
and adaptability are constant. Decca’s height adjustable  
technology can be applied to any of its standard casegoods 
collections, including Float™, Index™ and GL™. From 
heavy-duty workstations, to bridges to standard desks and 
worktables, Decca’s electronic lift panels ensure silent  
adjustability to boost ergonomic performance with increased 
user comfort. In addition, height adjustable work surfaces 
and tables can improve communication and collaboration 
between colleagues for advanced productivity and profitability 
for businesses and end-users. 
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Elevating Design

While Decca’s lifting technology can be applied to any 
work surface, casegoods or tables, the hardware and power 
panels are discreetly integrated into our products. Our lift 
control panels are small, stylish, and user friendly. The panel 
itself is adjustable, enabling it to be discreetly mounted in 
many configurations. Therefore, it blends perfectly with any 
desktop, work surface or tabletop.
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Typical workers in the commercial workplace spend 

up to 95% of their workday sitting. Even the simplest 

movement is beneficial to wellbeing and productivity. 

In addition, Decca knows nothing is standard about  

today’s commercial interiors. All furniture is required  

to combine form and function at the highest levels,  

and our products must accommodate and promote 

adaptability. A work surface that goes up for a  

collaborative review session may need to come down  

for the next meeting or job function.

Decca’s height adjustable technology can be applied  

in an infinite number of applications. From our 

award-winning standard products to any singular,  

custom-designed work surface or table, Decca’s  

engineers and craftsmen are elevating the commercial 

workplace to new levels. 

Contact your Decca representative for more information 

on our height adjustable capabilities, and lift your next 

project to a higher level.

Moving Up
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